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Synopsis

This up-to-date, two-color eighth edition is a complete resource that fully explains and illustrates the knowledge and skills a student needs to prepare for a career as a professional esthetician in the diversified areas of skin care, including the cosmetic industry. It has been designed to provide students with the skills to render professional services and to pass State Board Examinations. The complete course of study allows for flexibility, allowing instructors and students to adapt the material to the system they find to be most effective and practical.
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Customer Reviews

This is a great book if you are interested in getting into the skincare business or just want to learn a little more about it. The only major error in this book is, the term (pore) is used ALOT in place of the term (follicle), this would not be a problem if you are an esthetician and know the difference but for someone who does not, it can be confusing. Being the only textbook the esthetic schools are useing you really don't have a choice. I do recommend this book either way, and if you decide to go to school you'll aready have your text!!

I also used this book as a text in Aesthetics School - and at the time, I didn't appreciate it as much as now - when I'm working in the field. I find myself going back and reviewing what I may have missed the first time. This book has got it all! - How to Portray a Professional Image (you’d be amazed how many don’t know this! yikes...=0) - A History of Skin Care and Cosmetics -
Bacteriology - Sterilization & Disinfection for salon safety - Anatomy & Physiology - Disorders of the Skin & Special Procedures - Ingredient & Product Analysis - Nutrition & Health of the Skin - Client Consultation & Skin Analysis - Massage Techniques - and more....I have the ’99 version and found that it has helpful and effective to answer most questions that I may have had.Sure, there are a few errors that can easily be modified - but they are not worth missing this book over!Very Comprehensive and easy to tackle. I recommend!

I recently went to school to study esthetics, and now a licensed esthetician. I found this text easy to read, extremely informative, and very up to date. I advise anyone who is interested in skin to buy this text. You will not read it and throw it away or put it to the side, you will always want to review it in years to come.

Working through this book on a skin care course was very frustrating. The medical terms used were inaccurate and often contradictory. Although the basic skin care issues were dealt with efficiently the anatomy and physiology references were not consistent with current medical text books. This publisher has many better books. Avoid this one.

This textbook is practically the only standard textbook that can be utilized by students preparing to become estheticians. However, the book needs to be brought up to current standards. Do not just print a new edition without updating the information, this stifles the profession!

This book has everything you need and it includes the best things about cosmetics, and is especially good for people who aren’t estheticians!

With all of the Internet advice available, I decided to buy a cosmetology book that is used by students/professionals. As a general guide this book has been helpful in disseminating through all of the online articles/forums regarding skincare.

This book is very thorough, up-to-date, and informative. I found it easy to read and follow, and the contents pages are very well-labeled, making it easy to find the desired information quickly. I would highly recommend this text to anyone looking to learn new skills or brush up on old skills.
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